November 12, 2013 a new quality control in STAMP was introduced. This new quality check retrieves all serological HLA types not found among the recipients own HLA, acceptable mismatches or identified antibodies. This new STAMP check is an additional quality control and is meant as a help and it does not inflict with the activation of patients to STAMP.

The new QC is accessible from two places in the STAMP screen from ‘STAMP check’ and ‘Acc. Mismatches’.

**Entry from ‘STAMP check’**

When you enter the pop-up by pressing >F7< you will see a display of all executed STAMP QC’s. The new QC is found in the bottom, listing all antigens not given as own HLA antigens, acceptable mismatches or identified antibodies.
A 'Yes' in this QC is not mandatory to get the recipients accepted to STAMP, it is merely a help to see if you have evaluated all HLA antigens.

**Entry from 'Acc. Mismatches'**

Enter the 'Acc. Mismatches' pop-up by pressing >F7<
By pressing >F2< all antigens not given as own HLA antigens, acceptable mismatches or identified antibodies will be display in the right bottom corner.

The box 'Not Checked serological HLA' does not need to be empty to get the recipients accepted to STAMP, it is merely a help to see if you have evaluated all HLA antigens.

Pressing >F1< will hide the 'Not checked serological HLA' box again.